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ABSTRACT
The transition of satellite InSAR technology to a groundbased system provides a proven risk reduction technology if
combined with a critical slope monitoring (CSM) program.
Together the technology with the active engagement of a
defined program can detect the onset of slope displacement,
acceleration, and provide a method to determine slope collapse.
Recently, using the radar software, Guardian, and its ability to
document surface velocity in intervals of 24-hours or less has
allowed for the development of site-specific levels of rockfall
risk.
The ground-based InSAR (interferometric synthetic
aperture radar) systems and their near real-time capabilities
allow for proactive and early warning monitoring. The technical
requirements include the ability to operate 24/7 in all weather
conditions, acquire data in near real-time, and visually present
data in an interpretable format that requires no end user
processing. Since slope failure without acceleration is unlikely,
the rapid visual presentation of processed data becomes a
crucial component for a CSM technology.
The definition of the CSM program not only requires short
intervals for data acquisition, processing, and visual presentation
but also requires a monitoring professional that can interpret and
communicate changes in slope movement. A specific CSM
technology requirement demands, acquiring data at a continuous
interval of 2-minutes or less, 24 hours per day for the duration
of the monitoring project. Also, the CSM technology must be
able to transmit alarm messages at the moment thresholds are
met, visually present data with various time series plots,
including displacement, and velocity maps while acquired radar
data is continuously updated and with no end-user processing.
A site-specific document called a trigger action response plan
(TARP) needs to be prepared at the start of any CSM project.
Currently, only the IBIS-FM and ArcSAR radars developed by
IDS (Ingegneria Dei Sistemi) GeoRadar can meet the technical
requirements of the defined CSM technology.

Martin P. Derby, P.G., C.P.G.
Golder Associates
Buffalo, New York, United States

During a CSM program, the short interval between each
data acquisition provides two specific advantages. First, the
short acquisition interval decreases interpolation, which
automatically increases data confidence. Second, the short
intervals also decrease the effects of atmospheric changes that
are a part of all data acquisitions. Although the IBIS-FM and
ArcSAR radar systems can operate in nearly all-weather
conditions, sudden changes in local atmospheric conditions can
still exhibit data effects. Both radar systems include active
proprietary algorithms that account for ongoing atmospheric
changes during acquisitions. In comparison, some remote
sensing data acquired from, LIDAR, and total station
technologies can be critically affected by sudden changes in local
atmospheric conditions.
Combining the near real-time capabilities of an
interferometric synthetic aperture radar system with a dedicated
professional will decrease risk to people and property by
allowing slope movement trends to be identified and observed in
near real-time, 24-hours per/day. The paper will discuss the
highlights of several successful CSM programs. We describe
deployment versatility, the ability to identify the onset of
displacement accurately, and the critical identification of the
onset of acceleration.
INTRODUCTION
The phrase, critical slope monitoring and the requirements
for a complete CSM program has been introduced by the
authors to describe a new method of slope monitoring that is a
result of advancements in technology and requires the following:
• The technology must acquire, process, and present
displacement, velocity, and inverse velocity data in 2minutes or less.
• The technology includes the ability to set alarm
thresholds and send alarm messages via text messaging
and e-mail.
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•

The technology must be able to monitor continuously,
24-hours per day in all weather conditions.
• Develop a trigger action response plan (TARP), for
every CSM monitoring project.
• The project should include a license and experienced
monitoring professional from either the disciplines of
geology or geotechnical engineering.
• The monitoring professional should be trained to
understand that movement trends are more important
than the measured amount of actual movement.
• The monitoring professional must understand that
slope collapse is not probable in the absence of
acceleration.
It is imperative during the monitoring of unstable slopes
that the requirements for a CSM program become fully
embraced and include the active engagement of a slope
monitoring professional to communicate and report on
conditions and changes that could present a dangerous risk to
people and infrastructure.
The following examples of near real-time CSM programs
have direct implications towards improving slope management
in pipeline corridors that are either on or near unstable slopes.
Although the examples in this paper do not include any pipeline
corridor projects, the CSM program and process is generally the
same for all slopes. The repercussions from not monitoring are
generally expensive, and potentially deadly.
The first IBIS radar system was introduced into the openpit mining industry over a decade ago. During this period, many
open-pit mine operators realized that by combining the near
real-time data results with professional interpretation, a
reduction of risk to mine operations could be confidently
achieved and potentially save lives, protect equipment, boost
productivity, improve investor confidence, and decrease
potential payouts from insurance claims related to unfavorable
outcomes. For these reasons, the CSM radar program has
gained the confidence of most large open pit mine companies.
Recently, IBIS radars became available to rent allowing many
medium and small mining operations to increase safety for their
miners and equipment at a reasonable cost.
Ultimately, a CSM program is about safety and risk
reduction. Although this paper specifically addresses the use of
the IBIS radar in a CSM program, other technologies may
qualify if they meet the CSM requirements defined here. More
importantly for a long-term proactive approach, a successful
CSM program requires a group of engineering geologists or
geotechnical professionals committed to safety through active
monitoring engagement.
Radar data from an unstable slope in California and an
undisclosed mine are presented including an analysis method
called under-sampling that is unique to the IBIS radar system.
One of the primary benefits of a proactive CSM approach is the
additional time it can provide allowing for the early detection of
displacement and in some cases the onset of acceleration. Since
slope collapse without acceleration is not probable the extra

time afforded from early detection is a valuable and potentially
life-saving result. The under-sampling routine, which is unique
to the IBIS radar system can detect displacement at a smaller
scale than regular radar processing. The under-sampling routine
often reveals the onset of displacement long before it appears in
the regular 2-minute scans. The increased time acquired from
detecting onset displacement could allow for the development
and completion of an engineered mitigation plan rather than
absorbing costly clean-up, repairs to damaged property, possible
injuries, and potential litigation expenses from not initiating a
proactive CSM program.
DEFERRED MONITORING DATA
The IBIS radar’s 2-minute data acquisition interval
decreases interpolation and increases data confidence during the
analysis of slope movement trends. Alternatively, there is a
higher degree of data uncertainty when using deferred data
acquisition methods. Deferred data is any monitoring method
that presents the results in an interval greater than the CSM
requirement. An example of deferred data is satellite InSAR
data, which requires acquisition intervals of four to eleven-days
and additional time to receive interpreted results. Satellite
InSAR is beneficial for specific projects but not as a CSM
technology. The extended acquisition interval typically makes
trend analysis more subjective, and the gaps between satellite
InSAR acquisition can miss rate changes that can occur between
the larger acquisition intervals; therefore, satellite InSAR does
not qualify as a CSM technology. An additional advantage of
the IBIS system is its accuracy, which is partly due to its data
acquisition speed.
The accuracy of the IBIS radar data is exhibited during the
monitoring of an unstable rock slope in California. During this
5-month monitoring project, the thermal effects occurring on the
slope surface were captured by radar scans. At this site, a steel
rock netting was attached to the surface of the slope. Shortly
after it was installed a portion of the slope failed taking down a
portion of the steel netting, Figure 1.
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Figure 1. This rockslide in central California encroached on a
highway leading to an entrance at Yosemite National Park.
Shortly after the installation of steel rock netting a portion of the
slope failed. Fortunately, no injuries or damage to equipment
occurred.
During the monitoring of the site, two time-series areas
were created with the IBIS Guardian software and labeled as
Rockfall Drape, and No Drape Figure 2. Both cumulative
displacement time series areas exhibited a sinuous pattern that
corresponded to the 24-hour changes in temperatures. The blue
curve represented the steel drape covered portion of the slope
and displayed an impressive response to the thermal changes.
Data for the failed portion of the slope also corresponded to the
thermal changes, but the pattern was less distinct. The vertical
dashed black lines are located at the thermal peaks and valleys
of expansion and contraction and extend vertically down to
intersect the thermal expansion and contraction of the rock
surface (red curve). In addition to the sinuous pattern from
apparent thermal effect, a best-fit trend line for the blue curve
described a slow, steady displacement trend.

Figure 2. IBIS-FM radar cumulative displacement time series
data for both the steel Rockfall Drape and the uncovered (No
Drape) portion of the slope. Although it is subtle, the vertical
dashed black lines intersect the uncovered portion of the slope
(red curve) at the correlating peaks and valleys of the steel
drape covered portion of the slope (blue curve). The patterns
suggest that the radar has captured the thermal expansion and
contraction of both the steel drape and native rocks.
SLOPE MOVEMENT TRENDS
There are three primary slope trends, which represent
regressive, steady, and progressive or accelerating displacement.
The three trends can easily be identified in the IBIS radar’s
Guardian software because of the short data acquisition interval,
which improves visual acuity of the presented data. Also, when
observing cumulative displacement data, the short interval
decreases the amount of change from one data point to the next,
which is often described as noise in many deferred time series

data. This observation correlates to the advantage of fast data
acquisition interval that allows identifying initial movement
trends. For example, total station data acquired once a day or
once a week will exhibit more noise during slow creep making
the identification of a movement trend difficult especially onset
acceleration. In general, slow creep enhances the fluctuation
between data points since the unstable slope surface is not yet
moving together at a consistent rate, but most likely is moving
sporadically at different rates and times. During faster rates of
movement radar’s cumulative displacement data begins to
exhibit a smoother displacement curve, most likely a result of an
overall consistent surface rate of movement. Also, a selected
time series area averages the rate of numerous digital terrain
model (DTM) cells located within a user selected area. The
averaging provides a more confident data result since a selected
area can include thousands of DTM cells as opposed to a few
total station survey points that may not necessarily be positioned
in the most beneficial locations. A schematic of the three
fundamental movement trends is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Schematic of the three-movement trends that can be
identified using IBIS-FM radar time series data. Regressive,
steady, and progressive or acceleration, and includes the
corresponding inverse velocity trends.
SURFACE MINE MONITORING
A CSM program using several IBIS radar units were
employed at an undisclosed surface mine in North America.
The surface mine has very active slopes that are sensitive to
shovel vibration, blasting, and pore-water pressure. The
crystalline rocks are moderate-to-highly fractured and display
numerous faults from tectonic abuse resulting in the porphyry
deposit. A daily task at the site was to use analysis tools within
the Guardian software that allow the user to insert events, which
are then displayed on time series data. The events become a
method of record keeping that often reveals compelling
correlations that could be a result of induced slope sensitivities
or other environmental influences. Documenting site events and
sharing the correlations can assist mine planners and the blasting
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group by allowing adjustments to mine plans, blast designs and
the precise use of shovels by reducing removal rates or taking
splatter cuts across shot muck in sensitive areas. At the mine
site, all three fundamental movement trends occurred during a
relatively short time. In comparison, if deferred data acquired
from satellite InSAR had been used it would have been difficult
to interpret or see the displacement trends depicted in the time
series data in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Cumulative displacement data from an undisclosed
surface mine. Vertical colored lines represent events occurring
at the site. Orange lines represent the time of blasting and
correlate well to acceleration trends. The yellow line indicates a
recommended mining change to shovel operations to limit
vibration on the highwall. The mining change may have initiated
deacceleration leading to a steady trend that later begins to
regress. Light blue lines indicate precipitation events.
How an area is selected can affect the magnitude of
displacement trends shown on time series data especially for
cumulative displacement. The DTM cells in the Guardian
software are similar and often referred to as pixels. Some users
may create a simple polygon shape around an area of
displacement that grossly encompasses the instability. With this
approach, many DTM cells that may not be showing any
displacement are included in the averaging of the time series
data. By including DTM cells that are not moving, the
magnitude of displacement is decreased and could delay the
detection of onset acceleration. The delay could be especially
dangerous in rocks sensitive to the slightest amount of stress or
strong brittle rocks where the gradual accumulation of stress can
change quickly to acceleration. Our experience has shown that
in strong crystalline rocks the time to failure when onset
acceleration becomes detectable only provides several hours for
critical decisions. Alternatively, jointed, fractured, tectonically
abused, and chemically or physically weakened rocks generally
begin moving at slower rates, gradually increasing in rate for
several days or months before accelerating.

Slow displacement rate data typically exhibit fluctuating or
differential movement between data points that are most likely a
result of rocks or large blocks individually adjusting to stress
from pore water pressure, seismic vibration either natural or
from blasting, combined with the natural pull of gravity. The
cumulative displacement and inverse velocity data appear to
verify this observation of differential movement during creep
and slow displacement rates. In general, the IBIS radar
cumulative displacement data that exhibits fluctuations between
data points gives the appearance of noisy or uneven data and
typically correlates with creeping or slow, steady displacement.
When creep changes and begins to move at a higher
displacement rate the data typically begins to smooth,
sometimes quickly, and during acceleration, approaches linearity
[1].
The importance of identifying the onset of data linearity in
both displacement and inverse velocity is the information it
provides about the current condition of an unstable area. For
example, would it be safe to continue working or living under a
high rate of displacement exhibiting a steady trend? At some
sites, a high steady rate can result in abundant rockfall without
slope collapse. In this instance, possibly large berms of other
rockfall protection methods can allow for work to continue.
Alternatively, fluctuating displacement rates displaying a slow
but steady trend are typically less likely to exhibit rockfall than a
high rate steady trend that presents a smoother data curve.
Also, inverse velocity data from a slope displaying a steady rate
will exhibit a trend parallel to the x-axis, but a high steady
inverse velocity rate will also trend parallel to the x-axis but at
low inverse velocity values placing the trend much closer to the
x-axis. The shorter vertical distance between the x-axis during a
high steady rate is important to be aware of since the time to
intersect the x-axis will be short if a change to acceleration
occurs. For the monitoring professional, a high steady rate could
be safe to work under, but a change to acceleration decreases
the communication window and response time.
RADAR ANALYSIS AND ROCKFALL RISK
Developing a risk matrix based on steady displacement rate
velocities has been a method we have employed based on the
site conditions and could be a beneficial outcome during
proactive monitoring for other sites. In general, if a slope is
creeping at an imperceptible rate or moving at a slow, steady
rate it can be considered safe to work under since slope collapse
without acceleration is not probable. However, slope conditions
should influence this decision since, rock types, and acceptable
site risk is unique to each site. Some slopes can move at highvelocity rates and still exhibit a steady trend, although it could
be considered safe to work under such conditions the time to
slope failure is significantly shorter and needs to be a serious
consideration. Some unstable slopes can exhibit high steady
rates for months and then begin to accelerate and fail several
hours later. The onset of acceleration during a high steady rate
of displacement is described in Figure 5 where low inverse
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velocity values translate to a horizontal trend closer to the x-axis
decreasing the amount time to slope failure once acceleration
begins. At this site acceleration began August 31 at about 11:00
PM and 17-hours later it failed at about 4:00 PM on September
1. Shortly after failure, the data shows continued displacement
at a slower rate.

Figure 6. Levels of risk were communicated daily on a very
active California landslide repair project.

Figure 5. An inverse velocity trend from August 25 through
September 1, 2017. Beginning from the left the inverse velocity
data shows an approximate average inverse value of 12, which is
considered moderate at this site (Figure 6). Late on August 31,
the steady trend began to change to acceleration, and the data
begins to approach linearity. A best-fit trend line correlated
closely to the 2:30 PM failure time and phase ambiguity on
September 1.
The colored horizontal dashed lines shown in figure 5 were
developed by correlating field documentation of rockfall events
to velocity map and time series data in the Guardian software.
Although, the IBIS radar system cannot predict rockfall we
were able to develop a level of rockfall risk based on the daily
observations from spotters correlated to velocity values on the
heat map. We then communicated the potential risk to the site as
velocity rate changes occurred. The level of rockfall risk table
was announced through an email to site engineers and
geologists, Figure 6.

PHASE AMBIGUITY
The near exact time of slope collapse and some rockfall
events can be identified by reviewing inverse velocity data and
identifying the phase ambiguity. During acceleration, slope
velocity can exceed the radar’s maximum detectable velocity
rate. The ambiguity will occur at a very low inverse velocity
value, and when the scan rate is exceeded, the phase ambiguity
occurs, which is visually exhibited in the data as a vertical data
spike. Back analysis can confirm the phase ambiguity to the
time of failure from site observations and creating best-trends of
the acceleration event, and where it intersects the x-axis will be
the phase ambiguity data spike.

Rockfall can originate from the surface area of a single
DTM cell, and a cell often exhibits acceleration before actual
rockfall occurs, but individual rocks that are smaller than a
DTM cell and fall cannot be detected with the current system.
However, if an area of rockfall approximates the surface area of
a DTM cell, a phase ambiguity will appear at the time of failure,
and the vacated location will appear as negative displacement on
time series data. The following describes the dimensions of
DTM cells from different scanning distances; at a range 500
meters the cells are 0.75 meters X 2.2 meters, at a range of
1000 meters the cells are 0.75 meters X 4.4 meters, and at a
range of 2000 meters, the cell size is 0.75 meters X 8.8 meters
[2].
SLOPE FAILURE ANALYSIS AND INVERSE VELOCITY
Large unstable slopes can have hundreds or thousands of
DTM cells covering an unstable surface. Typically, data from
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large deep-seated instabilities will describe a gradual increase in
acceleration, and if it continues will eventually exceed the radar's
scan rate resulting in a phase ambiguity, which also indicates the
time of failure. In contrast, smaller surficial instabilities
including single bench failures, in mines, generally fail much
sooner once acceleration begins.
Identifying the phase
ambiguity after an acceleration event allows for comparing the
best-fit inverse velocity trend line to the predicted time of failure
to the actual time of an observable failure. In Figure 7, we
compare cumulative displacement data from two separate areas
on the same slope.
Initially, both areas showed high
displacement rates, but the slightly slower rate blue curve, Area
13. failed. The red curve with a higher displacement rate did not
fail but began to display an overall regressive trend that became
visually discernable shortly before acceleration started on Area
13. The time series data for the red curve (A_HeadScarp) had a
surface area of 16,581 square meters or 54,400 square feet
while Area 13 had a surface area of 929 square meters or 3,048
square feet. Comparable to other slope failures we have
monitored it appears that the surface area size of an unstable
slope correlates to the duration of acceleration on its advance to
slope collapse. Our observation suggests the smaller a surface
area, the shorter time to collapse and the larger the surface, the
longer time to slope collapse. This observation needs more
study and analysis since rock type, groundwater and other
environmental conditions can influence movement rates but
suggests that larger unstable slopes require more time to reach a
critical failure threshold, which means during a proactive
monitoring program the early detection of acceleration can
significantly influence the amount of time available for
communicating a possible event.

Figure 7. Cumulative displacement time series data from June
19 to July 5, 2017. Line segments show the velocity average for
each segment labeled 1 through 7.

Area 13, the blue curve, agrees with its slower cumulative
displacement rates shown in figure 7 by the larger inverse
velocity values and greater data fluctuation until the onset of
acceleration began and the data began to approach linearity.
The sharp vertical blue data spike in the inverse velocity data is
the phase ambiguity indicating the time of failure, which matches
the time of the negative displacement data shown in Figure 7.
This brief analysis of both data sets illustrates the importance of
reviewing and analyzing both cumulative displacement and
inverse velocity at different time intervals. Several options are
available in Guardian to examine time series data, and they can
be accessed quickly with the click of a mouse during active
monitoring without interruption to current data processing or
updates to the time series data.

Figure 8. Inverse velocity data for the same areas and interval
of the cumulative displacement data displayed in Figure 7.
In November 2012 a successful slope failure prediction
was successfully made using an IBIS radar and inverse velocity
data from a surface mine. The slope collapse had a volume of
about 5-million tons, and all equipment and personnel were
evacuated the day before the failure. The predicted failure time
was 1:30 AM on November 6, 2012, Figure 9. The actual
failure occurred at 2:30 AM when correlated to the phase
ambiguity. The data were acquired using an older IBIS-M
radar, which had a scan time of seven minutes. The phase
ambiguity value of 0.7 is shown as a horizontal dashed black
line. The inverse velocity data shows a decrease in data
fluctuations or an approach to linearity as acceleration increases.
The black dashed line through the inverse velocity data is the
best-fit trend line used to predict the approximate time of the
five million-ton failure [3].

The inverse velocity data exhibited in Figure 8 shows the
beginning of a slow regressive displacement trend for the
A_HeadScarp, the red curve, indicated by an increase of inverse
velocity values and data fluctuation (from left to right). The
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Figure 9. Inverse velocity time series data are showing the
approximate location and intersection of the phase ambiguity
and the predicted time of failure.
RADAR AND OPTICAL TOTAL STATIONS
Since ground-based radar is relatively new technology, it
has initiated interest in how the data compares to other
monitoring technologies.
In the following, we compare
displacement measurements for the IBIS interferometric
synthetic aperture radar to the Leica TM-50 optical robotic total
station. For clarity, the radar is a line of site instrument and
documents only one component of movement, which is either
towards or away from the radar. The total station measures all
three components of movement. Individual prisms were spread
across a large instability and were measured by a total station.
Each of the prisms x, y, and z coordinates were imported into
the IBIS radar Guardian software, and the corresponding DTM
cells were located and selected for a time series comparison.
Results showed that total station measurements had a greater
magnitude of movement compared to the radar line of site
measurements. The greater magnitude of movement was a
result of including all three components of movement from the
total stations as opposed to the radar’s one component of
movement from each DTM cell. The more interesting result
showed that the movement trends recorded by both instruments
were nearly identical. The agreement in movement trend data is
a powerful result since the IBIS radar is a near real-time
technology and the total station is considered a deferred data
technology since it cannot match the overall faster acquisition
and presentation of data. The study indicates that the slope
movement trends are the same for both instruments, but only the
near real-time radar data can describe with confidence the
current conditions of a slope at any given moment. The
comparison study is described in Figure 10.

Figure 10. In the comparison chart, the dashed colored lines
represent radar cumulative displacement data for individual
DTM cells. Matching solid colors represent robotic total station
prism data located within the corresponding DTM cell. The
prism data shows a higher rate of movement than the
corresponding radar DTM cells, but the trends are the same for
both data sets. The IBIS3 SE Instability (black dashed line) is
the averaged movement trend using over a thousand DTM cells.
When comparing the accuracy of the optical total station's
measurements using prism targets, they are consistently lower
than that of the ground-based InSAR (cm versus mm) primarily
due to the optical sensors’ sensitivity to atmospheric variations
of temperature, humidity, and air pressure. Also, variation in
temperature can degrade optical targets that would affect
accuracy. Ground-based radar is a fully remote sensing
technology when compared to GNSS, extensometers, and totalstations, which require artificial reflectors or devices to be
installed on unstable slope surfaces that can be steep making
access dangerous and often not possible. Another important
difference is the spatial extent of the information provided.
Robotic total stations and other types of sensors provide
pointwise data over a network of benchmarks, while the
ground-based InSAR system gives a spatially continuous
dataset. This characteristic means that it is not necessary to
know beforehand the critical portions of a slope prone to
collapse since it is always providing the user with full visibility
of the movements along the slope surface [4].
RADAR UNDER-SAMPLING
During a normal IBIS scanning routine, any movement that
occurs below a set threshold is not considered. The set
threshold is partially a result of complex atmospheric algorithms
used in the analysis software. However, during an undersampling routine, data not considered in regular scanning is now
considered and often reveals areas of displacement that would
not otherwise be detected under the regular scanning routine.
The minimum rate of detectable displacement under a regular
scanning routine is 10 millimeters per month or greater while an
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under-sampling routine can detect 10 millimeters or less per
month, Figure 11.

represents no displacement and blue represent displacement
away from the radar.

Figure 11. A table describing the differences between regular
processing and under-sampled processing.
During an under-sampling routine one PSV file is pulled
from a typical block of PSV files. A standard block size equals
four-hours of data or 50 PSV files. For example, a typical
subsampled routine could be for 90-days, which equals 27,000
PSV files created during regular scanning but only 90 PSV files
would be used for the under-sampling routine, Figure 12.
Individual PSV files pulled from each day are compiled to
produce displacement maps and time series data in the IBIS
Guardian software. The under-sampling routine is analogous to
11-day Satellite InSAR intervals, which also allows for the
detection of millimeter-scale displacement.

Figure 13. An IBIS radar displacement map of a mine pit
surface. This map includes data from a normal scanning routine
for a 24-hour interval. The data was acquired on July 1 through
July 2, 2013. Even though positive displacement values were
set at values of 0.1 to 0.3 inches/24 hours no detectable
displacement occurred during the 24-hour interval.

Figure 12. A schematic illustrating how under-sampled data is
extracted and then compiled.
The under-sampling analysis provides proactive long-term
monitoring projects the ability to detect the onset of
displacement or capture pre-existing slow movement not
previously recognized. The early detection provides a site with
additional time to make crucial decisions regarding mitigation,
repairs, and emergency response planning. Surface mines have
used the under-sampling routine to improve their mine plans
and, in some instances, have helped determine the location of
new in-pit structures from the results of under-sampled data.
For example, during the planning of a mine expansion, the
decision to place a new in-pit rock crusher could years later be
affected by slope movement that could require relocation.
However, if a proactive effort had been undertaken to check site
conditions using the under-sampling routine and detected
displacement, it could have potentially saved the site millions of
dollars in costly repairs and maintenance. A comparison
example of a regular processing routine and an under-sampled
routine are shown in Figures 13 and 14. The green DTM color

Figure 14. An under-sampling routine was completed on figure
11 slope from January 25 through June 19, 2013. Results show
at least 1.0 inches of cumulative displacement occurred during
the approximate 6-month interval and before the acquisition of
the regular processing radar data in figure 13.
DISCUSSION
Although we have not presented examples of monitoring a
slope next to or near natural gas pipelines the data examples
presented are valid and show what could be expected.
Assuming the acceptable tolerance for any deflection against
natural gas pipelines is small, the under-sampling process could
be a unique tool to identify onset displacement in suspect or
adverse geologic areas and provide additional time for decisions
or plans to mitigate an unstable slope.
The IBIS radar system is advantageous for deployment in
remote sites and locations with adverse climatic conditions. IDS
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GeoRadar has numerous radar deployments in many countries
including the northern portions of Canada operating
continuously in temperatures below -30 degrees Fahrenheit.
Unlike other slope monitoring radar systems, the IBIS-FM radar
has one moving part allowing for uptime performance of 97%
per year or better. Additional advantages are low profile and
small stationary antenna that limit the effects of high winds
unlike large aperture dish systems, which typically shut down
during high winds.
In addition to the acquisition and data presentation abilities
of the IBIS radar, it has an accurate scan range from 10 meters
to 3.5 kilometers. The IBIS Guardian software and its analysis
tools allow for a single DTM cell or a group of DTM cells to be
selected, labeled, and saved to display displacement at various
time intervals or display the total amount of accumulated
displacement for the entire length of a project. The selected
areas can be reviewed as heat maps, figures 13 and 14 and as
time series data, which can display cumulative displacement,
velocity, inverse velocity, and acceleration, which is an average
of the DTM cells within the user selected area. Although data is
continuously updated every two minutes in Guardian, the user
can make the changes described above and others without any
interruption to processing and presentation.
CONCLUSIONS
The information presented in this paper emphasizes the
advantages of having additional time by employing a proactive
monitoring program on a suspect slope or known unstable
slope. Creating additional time is a direct result of the data
acquisition and processing speed of the IBIS radar system and
the active engagement of the monitoring professional. By
implementing the CSM program on a suspect slope, the submillimeter accuracy of the IBIS radar system can detect
displacement long before deformation can be observed on the
slope surface. The user-friendly and dynamic functionality of
the Guardian software can present data in various formats
including, displacement maps, velocity maps, and time series
data every 2-minutes providing an unprecedented capability to
review, interpret, and communicate conditions in near real-time.
Within the IBIS software, a unique under-sampling routine
allows for the detection of onset displacement long before that
same displacement is detectable during regular scanning. The
under-sample routine could be described as a method of
advanced warning especially for a site that is sensitive to small
amounts of displacement such as natural gas pipelines.
A CSM program provides a risk reduction method that has
been successfully implemented at many surface mining
operations and several civil engineering projects. Beyond the
ability to successfully predict slope collapse in hours, days, and
sometimes weeks in advance, it is the early detection of slope
changes that increase the amount of available time for crucial
decisions, which is a fundamental requirement for reducing risk.

Currently, the IBIS radar systems developed by IDS
GeoRadar are the only CSM technology that can be used and
employed into a CSM program as defined in this paper. The
IBIS radar on its own cannot provide actionable information and
typically requires a daily commitment from the monitoring
professional. From setting alarm thresholds based on current
movement rates, making thresholds adjustments as conditions
change, to movement trend analysis, and communicating
changes in slope conditions, all daily functions that require the
skills and experience of the monitoring professional.
Other slope monitoring technologies can provide some of
the same accurate data results as the IBIS radar system but lack
the acquisition and processing speed to present continuously
updated data in an actionable format in nearly all-weather
conditions. The speed of the entire IBIS monitoring system
combined with professional monitoring will provide the best
option to increase the time for critical decisions regarding
mitigation efforts, implementing emergency response plans, and
communicating slope conditions promptly to the appropriate site
authorities.
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